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© Manipulating and selecting unit for recycling pressed or not bodies obtained from plastic material 
containers. 

© The device foresees a selecting cycle in which 
the pressed bodies are separated from the plugs on 
a turning drum (4), whereas the empty containers, 
on another line, are pressed in a group of squeeze 
roll (7). From the above lines, the recovered bodies 
at first reach a volumetrical dosing device and. sub- 
sequently, a manipulator (15) with turning suction 
cups which transfers and singularizes them on a belt 
conveyor (16) with sectors. The bodies set in a 
forward motion according to their largest size subse- 
quently reach a station (17) for recognizing the ma- 
terial type and another station (15) for the colour 
recognizing. After this diversifying action, the bodies 
reach the stocking compartment for the homoge- 
neous materials suitable for immediate re-using. 
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'^Manipulating and selecting unit for recycling pressed or not bodies obtained from plastic material 
containers". 

For the surrounding protection and the waste 
material recovering, at present the exigency is felt 
of carrying out a selection and a recycling of the 
empty containers in piastic materials. The present 
invention is particularly used in centres for the 
distribution, for instance foodstuffs, where the ne- 
cessity may be felt of collecting empty used con- 
tainers, such as bottles, cans and similar taking into 
account the users'necessity of a renewed supply of 
the same product. 

The system can be used to operate either with 
empty containers or with already pressed recov- 
ered bodies. This operational versatility allows to 
use the system either before the recycling phase - 
thus carrying out the preliminary selection of empty 
containers - or after the squeezing phase, thus by 
operating on the recovered bodies, or by conjointly 
operating the treatment on both bodies. 

The equipment uses initial leading devices for 
the collection bags as well as for cleaning, to 
separate the recovered bodies from their plugs. 
From a receiver, these bodies subsequently arrive 
at a dosing device and, at last, they reach a ma- 
nipulator which transfers them on a sector belt 
conveyor. The body then reaches some stations for 
recognizing the type and colour of the plastic ma- 
terial. Therefore, a homogenous composition of the 
material is reached wntch has been differently se- 
lected and can then directly used again. 

The operational cycle foresees to introduce the 
already pressed recovered material contained in 
bags 1 into hopper 2. From this one. on line 3 they 
reach a. cleaning device with a turning drum 4 
which separates the pressed from the plugs. The 
still entire empty containers, on the contrary, are 
charged into hopper 5 and. on line 6. sent to a 
group of squeeze roll with couple of roller 7. The 
recovered squeezed bodies then fall, through the 
hopper 8. on the turning drum 4 which feeds a 
receiver 9 fitted with a high level bearing circle 10. 
By means of the volumetyric dosing device 11, a 
transportation line 12 is fed which brings to the 
vibrating alignment hopper 13 to discharge the 
squeezed bodies, in alignment according to their 
longest size, on line 14. This line brings the bodies 
towards the manipulator 15 fitted with turning suc- 
tion cups, which transfers the pressed, singularized 
and trimmed bodies on sector ribbon 16. The body 
is then passed through two detecting stations: sta- 
tion 17 to detect the plastic material type, and 
station 15 to detect the colour. According to the 
type of the plastic material and to its colour, which 
has aiready been detected in advance, the pressed 
body is diverted, by suitable swithching device 19, 
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to the different grinding mills 20 fitted w-th a device 
for the loads pneumatic transport on the fixed and 
mobile stockage means. The whole proceeding is 
checked by a computerized system. The manipula- 

5 tor 15, fitted with turning suction cups, consists of 
the turning table 21 which turns in synchrony with 
the ribbons 14 and 16. 

For starting the operation, the arms 22 on the 
turning table 21 are shifted radially into the cap- 

w     iation zone above ribbon 14, and the suct»on cup 
holders 23 are lowered which draw the pressed 
body 24 and lay it on ribbon 16 after a 180* 
rotation. A suited motor reducer 25 generates the 
rotation of the turning table 21. An emitting device 

• 5     26, on the passage of the pressed body, subse- 
quently gives out a beam of eiectromagnetical 
waves which are taken into a sensor 23 fitted below 
the sector ribbon 16. The quaiity of the waves is 
analysed by a computerized statistic system 29 

20     which establishes the nature of the plastic material 
and orders its deviation on the relevant line of the 
subsequent treatment. The unit uses also a select- 
ing device for the recovered squeezed becies in 
plastic material which are selected according to the 

25    colour. This enables to separate the squeezed bod- 
ies in different colours with an economical advan- 
tage for the qu.v:ty of the rescued product. This 
device uses a reading device in "CCD" 30 which 
analyses the shape of the pressed body 31 and, on 

30     points fixed in advance, estimates the frequency of 
the eiectromagnetical wave emitted by this body 
and, consequently, values its colour. This last ana- 
lysis is carried out by means of electronic sensors 
which establish the colour of the body, for this 

35     operation, a neutral source 32 is fitted below the 
sliding plane of the ribbon 16. 

The keying and sefecting unit as mentioned 
above is illustrated in schematic view by the draw- 
ings of tables 1, 2. 3 and 4. 

4o In table 1, fig. 1 is the view of the compart- 
ments for loading, cleaning and stocking. 

In table 2 fig. 2 is the view of dosing, sin- 
gularization and type recognizing lines of the plas- 
tic material and of its colour, whereas, 

4$ fig- 3, the deviation, milling and stocking 
devices are shown. 

Fig. 4 in table 3 is the view from above of 
the manipulator fitted with turning suction cups 15, 
while 

so fig. 5 is the side view of the relevant motoriz- 
ing assembly. 

In table 4, fig. 6 is the front view of the 
recognizing device for the squeezed plastic maten- 

. als, which is fitted with an emitter of properly 
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modulated electromagnetic waves, whereas 
fig. 7 is the view of the colour selection 

phase which is carried out. by means of the read- 
ing device 30, on the body arrived in position by 
means of ribbon 16. 

In executions, the system can be. properly suit- 
ed to the different use requirements and be in- 
tegrated in different ways, as well as connected 
with either fixed or mobile stockaging devices of 
different kinds. 

Claims 

1) Manipulating and selecting unit for recycling 
pressed or not bodies obtained from plastic ma- 
terial containers, characterized by the fact that dis- 
tinct parallel working lines are foreseen, namely a 
separation line of the already squeezed bodies 
from the plugs, and another line for the squeezing 
operation, both above lines discharge into only one 
hopper in order to transfer the bodies to the treat- 
ment phases. The recovered bodies coming from 
the two treatment lines fall through a hopper (8) on 
a turning drum (4) which sends the bodies into a 
receiver (9) fitted with a high level bearing circle 
(10). A volume dosing device (11) feeds then a 
transport line (12) which puts the bodies into a 
vibrating alignment hopper (13) to discharge the 
squeezed bodies and aligns them according to 
their larger side on another transport line (14). This 
line then sends the bodies towards a manipulator 
(15) with turning suction cups which transfers them, 
while singularizing and tilting them on a sector 
ribbon (16). This last one lets the bodies pass 
through two recognizing stations: the one (17) for 
the plastic type recognizing, and the other (15) to 
recognize its colour. According to the recognized 
type of the plastic material and to its colour, both 
squeezed and the not squeezed bodies are 
switched by a double deflector (19) to different 
grinding mills (20) fitted with a pneumatic trans- 
porter for the fixed and mobile stockage means ail 
checked by a computerized system. 

2) Manipulating and selecting unit for recycling 
pressed or not bodies obtained from plastic ma- 
terial containers, as per claim 1), characterized by 
the fact that the operation cycle, concerning the 
separation of the already squeezed bodies from the 
plugs, at the beginning of the line, foresees the 
introduction of the squeezed materials, contained in 
bags (1), into a hopper (2) and sent on a transport 
line (3) to a cleaning device fitted with a turning 
drum (4) which separates these with a turning drum 
(4) which separates these bodies from the 
squeezed containers. 

3) Manipulating and selecting unit for recycling 
pressed or not bodies obtained from plastic ma- 

terial container, as per claim 1), characterized by 
the fact that the operation cycle concerning the 
squeezing of the integral empty containers at the 
beginning foresees to load these containers in a 

s hopper (5) and to send them on transport line (6) to 
a group of squeeze roll (7). 

4) Manipulating and selecting unit for recycling 
pressed or bot bodies obtained from platic material 
containers, as per claim 1), characterized by the 

to fact that the turning suction cups manipulator (15) 
used in this unity consists of a turning table (21) in 
synchronism with the belt conveyors (14 and 16). 
The drawing arms (22), fitted on the said table, are 
radially displaced in the captation zone above the 

15 first bel conveyor (14). the suction cup holders (23) 
are then lowered which catch the squeezed body 
(24) and lay it down on the second sector belt 
conveyor (16) after a 130° rotation by means of a 
motor reducer (25). 

20 5) Manipulating and selecting unit for recycling 
pressed or not bodies obtained from plastic ma- 
terial containers, as per claim 1), characterized by 
the fact that an observation station (17) for rec- 
ognizing the type of the plastic material is fore- 

25     seen. This station consists both of an emitting 
device (26), which on the passage of the squeezed *f 

body (27) emits a beam of electromagnetic waves 
of suited length, and of a sensor (28) fitted under 
the sector belt conveyor (16) which picks the same 

30 electromagnetica! waves after they have crossed * 
the body. This sensor (28) is connected with a & 
suitable detecting system (29) which, after having « 
examined the features of the received electromag- ... .,, 
netical waves, is able to establish the kind of te 

35 plastic material and, therefore, to address the body 
to the relevant treatment line. 

6) Manipulating and selecting unit for recycling 
pressed or not bodies obtained from plastic ma- 
terial containers, as per claim 1), characterized by 

JO the fact that a station (18) has been foreseen for 
recognizing the colour of the plastic material. In 
this station a reading device (30) is used which, by 
means of proper electronica sensors, analizes the 
features of the electromagnetic radiation which has 

45 crossed the plastic body when it has been lighted 
by a neutral light source (32) fitted below the 
sliding plane of the belt conveyor (16). This analy- 
sis, beside discriminating the colour, enables this 
station (18) to further separate the plastic dark 

so    bodies from the light ones. 
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